
 

Sacred Tools with Chakra Map 
 

As a Temple Body Priestess, an understanding of how to move your sexual creative energy               

through your Temple Body and subtle body is essential. The chakras offer an essential map to connect                 

with the subtle body, which is made up of key energetic, physiological, and spiritual centers. Chakra is a                  

Sanskrit word meaning 'wheel’.  

 

TBA weaves practices with the chakras as a Sacred technology to recognize where             

we need to focus, balance, and awaken the qualities of being that support us in being magnetic, vibrant,                  

and Living Artfully. To connect to the Temple Body Priestess, you are invited to explore the chakras with                  

the practices of breath, movement, and sound. Working with the chakras is included in many Tantric                

practices. These simple tools can support your birthing process and awaken your Temple Body Priestess.  

 

Through the embodiment of sound, movement, and breath, your Temple Body           

becomes a channel for Divine Creative Spirit to flow through. A Temple Body Priestess is on fire with the                   

passion of what she is here to share and offer through her vessel and empowered voice.  

 
Breath  
Our breath is an Intimate exchange with life itself. With each in-breath, we expand              

and open, and with each out-breath, we contract and release. Every breath is a chance to begin again.                  

Through the breath, we can access the qualities and essence of infinite space, where pure potentiality                

can birth.  
 
Movement  
Through movement, we stretch, open, strengthen, and train our Temple          
Bodies to be like bamboo, rooted, and flexible. As we empty and clear out our Temple                

Bodies, we expand our capacity to hold and move energy. Movement is a spiritual and self-love practice                 

of emptying and purifying to be filled with the highest frequency of love. 

 

Sound  
Many of us have shame and experiences around expressing our voice and not             
being heard. By giving ourselves permission to make sound and release the judgments of our               

sounds, we can experience deeper layers of freedom. We can empower ourselves by making sound for                

sound’s sake, as a way to emote and move stagnant energy and emotions. Integrating the voice with the                  

breath and our Temple Body allows for our fullest expression and embodiment.  

 
Each chakra represents different emotions and aspects of the body. By           

expressing the sounds from the different chakra centers of the body, we get to know ourselves more                 

deeply and recognize what we need to clear out, release, and integrate. There are bija seed syllable                 

sounds for each chakra to balance and stimulate these centers. Bija is a Sanskrit word meaning 'seed’.                 

See the Resources Tab for more information on each chakra.  
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Chakra Names and Bija Sound Mantras 
 

 
 
 

First: Root Chakra  - Muladhara  

Color: Red   |   Element: Earth   |   Bija Sound mantra: LAM 

 

Second:  Sacral Chakra -  Svadhisthana  

Color: orange   |   Element: water   |    Bija Sound mantra: VAM 

 

Third:  Solar Plexus Chakra  - Manipura 

Color: Yellow   |   Element: Fire   |    Bija Sound mantra: RAM 

 

Fourth: Heart Chakra  - Anahata 

Color: Green   |   Element: Air   |    Bija Sound mantra: YAM 
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Fifth: Throat Chakra  - Vishuddha 

Color: light blue   |   Element: Ether   |    Bija Sound mantra: HUM 

 

Sixth: Third Eye Chakra -   Ajna 

Color: Indigo   |   Element: Ether  |    Bija Sound mantra: OM 

 

Seventh: Crown Chakra  -  Sahasrara 

Color: Violet   |   Element: Ether  |    Bija Sound mantra: AH 
 
 

 

Additional Chakras 

Soul Star Chakra  

Colors: White & Gold 
Location:  six inches above our crown chakra. 

 

Earth Star chakra  

Colors: Brown & Black 
Location: twelve to eighteen inches below the bottoms of the feet. 
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